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1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this note lies in the following problem: Suppose 
A = {a, )...) ak} where, for all integers x, ai(x) = mix + a, with m,, a, integers 
and mi > 2, a, > 0 for i = I,..., k. For each set S of non-negative integers, let 
(A: S) denote the smallest set of integers containing S and closed under the 
functions given in A. (Such sets are discussed in [3], and in particular, it is 
shown that (A: S) exists.) We are concerned with the density 6(S) of the set 
(A: S), that is, 
6(S)=liminfJ-l(A:S)n{O, l,..., n- I}/. 
n-1* n (1.1) 
A result due to ErdGs (also given in 131) states that if l/m, + -.. 
+ l/m, ( 1, then (A: S) has O-density for all finite sets S. (In fact, it is 
enough to consider l-element sets S.) ErdGs speculated about the density of 
(A: s) (s an integer) if l/m, + ..a + l/m, = 1 offering a prize for determining 
whether (a, p, y: 0) has positive density where, for all integers x, 
a(x)=2x+ 1, /?(x)=~x+ 1, y(x)=6x+ 1. (Note that i+;+d= 1.) 
Crampin and Hilton (unpublished) showed that (a, j3, y: 0) has O-density. 
Their idea can be generalized (see [ 11) to show that if l/ml + s. + + l/m, = 1 
and the semigroup (a, ,..., ak) generated by a1 ,..., ak under composition of 
functions is related, then (A: s) has O-density. This result shows that .the 
density question is tied to the semigroup (A). 
So far, no one has been able to find a general algorithm to determine when 
(A) is related, although the special case when m, = - a. = mk is now 
completely settled [2]. Furthermore, Rivest [l] proved the author’s 
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conjecture that (A) is related whenever m i = . . . = mk = m, and k > m. This 
can be put another way: if m, = . . . = mk and l/m, + ... + l/m, > 1, then 
(A) is related. Rivest’s result has a generalization. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A = (a,, a2 ,... ), where, for all integers x, 
q(x) = mix + aj with mi, a, integers and mi > 1, a, > 0 for i = 1,2,..., and 
let (A) denote the semigroup generated by a1, a2... under composition of 
functions. If l/m, + l/m, + --a =,u > 1, then (A) is related. 
Proof: If l/m, + l/m, + ... > 1, then l/m, + .+a + I/m, > 1 for some k, 
so there is no loss in generality to suppose A is finite, say IA 1 = k. Let A’ 
denote the t-fold compositions of elements of A, and note that if 
a(x) = mx + c, then a’(0) = m. Now it is easy to see that 
c + ( ++ .. . a&l a’ 0) +$ I=p’. 1 (l-2) 
Since p > 1, there is a sufficiently large t such that tk < pt; so suppose this is 
true. Using the multinomial theorem, we have 
( $+-**+&)'=r (tl..t.tk)m;"...m;'l, (1.3) 
where the index of summation is over all k-tuples (tl,..., tk) of non-negative 
integers t, ,..., t, with t, + . . . + t, = t. There are not more than tk elements in 
the index, so the average of the terms of this sum is at least p’/tk > 1. Hence, 
there exists an element of the index, say (tl,..., tk), such that 
--I1 . . . 4 mk -lk= 1. (1.4) 
But this means (t,,.f.,tk), the number of elements a E A’ with 
a’(O)=my . . . rn> = m, is more than m. Let S denote the set of elements 
aEAt with a’(O)=my . . . rn$ = m. If two elements of S represent he same 
function, we have a relation in (A). If the elements of S represent distinct 
functions, then Rivest’s result implies (S) is related because 1 SI > m and 
a’(0) = m for all a E S. Since (S) E (A), it follows that (A) is related. 
This result shows that merely checking an inequality can sometimes 
establish that (A) is related. It is shown in the next section that one can also 
sometimes establish that (A) is free just by checking certain inequalities. A 
consequence of this will be that (a, /I) is related if and only if aP =/3a, 
where, for all integers x, a(x) = mx + a, p(x) = mu + b, m, n > 1. 
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2. THE PROMISED SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
Let A = (a, ,..., ak} with at(x) = mix + ai for i = I,..., k a function defined 
on the integers as before, and suppose l/ml + as. + l/m, < 1 (otherwise we 
know at once that (A) is related). Also, suppose ai ,..., ak are ordered 
according to 
al -< a2 ak 
m,- 1 
-< . . . <-* 
m2- 1 mk- 1 (2.1) 
Of course, it may be that ai/(mi - 1) = ai+ ,/(m,+ i - 1) for some i, but then 
ai and ai+, commute. 
Our plan is very simple. If (A) is related, say wi = w2, with w,, w2 
different compositions of elements of A, then w, w2 = w2 w,. (It is easy to 
prove that w, w2 and w2 w, are different words over A.) That is, there exist 
two different compositions of elements of A having the same mix of elements, 
and they represent he same function. Let L(i i ,..., ik) denote the set of words 
over A having exactly i, elements equal to a,, for h = l,..., k. Thus, (A) is 
free if and only if elements of L(i, ,..., ik) represent different functions for all 
G 1 ,..., ik) E Nk. 
If the elements p,, /I2 ,... of L(i, ,..., ik) represent different functions, we say 
P, 3 P2 9*** are in natural linear order when /3,(O) < /3,(O) < . .. . Sometimes the 
linear order on L(i , ,..., i,J coincides with a lexicographical ordering. For 
example, suppose a,(x) = 6x, a,(x) = 3x + 1, and a3(x) = 2x + 2, and note 
that (2.1) is satisfied. The linear order on L(1, 1, 1) turns out to be aj a2a1 < 
a,a, a1 < a3 aI a2 < ai a3 a, < a2a1 a3 < aI a2 a3 but this coincides with a 
lexicographical ordering in which ai < a2 < a3, and words are read from 
right to left. From now on, this ordering is the one we have in mind when we 
speak of lexicographical ordering. It turns out that for certain sets A the 
strict linear ordering of L(i i ,..., ik) coincides with the lexicographical 
ordering for all (i I ,..., ik) E Nk. Of course, when this is true, (A) is free. The 
strategy is simply to find a necessary and sufficient condition on a, ,..., ak 
such that these two linear orders coincide. It is a remarkable fact that the 
linear ordering of L(i,,..., ik) coincides with the lexicographical ordering for 
all (iI ,..., ik) E Nk just when a certain finite set of inequalities is satisfied. It 
turns out there is considerable redundancy in this set, and we are indebted to 
Dean Hoffman for trimming it down by proving the following result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k - 3 be a non-negative integer, let mi - 2, ai be non- 
negative integers and let pi = ai/(mi - 1) for i = l,..., k, and suppose 
PI < . . . < pk. Then the inequalities 
(a r+l +Pdlm r+ 1 > (a, + pkYmr (1 < r < k) (2.2) 
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imply the inequalities 
tai + Pg>lmi 2 tub + Pj>lmh (l<g<h<i&j<k). (2.3) 
Proof: Suppose g, h, i, j are integers satisfying 1 < g < h < i <j < k. Let 
g, h, j be fixed, and induct on i. If i = h + 1, it must be shown that (2.2) 
implies 
Cai +Pg)lmi> tai-l +Pj)lmi-1. (2.4) 
Since PI< pg and Pj GP~ T (ai f Pg>/mi > (ai f pl)/mi and (ai- 1 + P/c)Imi- I> 
(Ui_l tPj)/mi-l, but (Ui tpl)/mi > (ai- +Pk)/mi-l is an instance of (2.2), 
so (2.4) holds. Now suppose (2.3) holds for some i with h t 1 < i <j, then it 
must be shown that this inequality together with (2.2) and (2.4) imply (2.3) 
holds for i t 1. Now 
(a i+ I + Pg)lmi+l > (ui+ 1+ Pl)lmi+ 12 (ui + Pk)lmi 
2 (ui + Pg>lmi > (uh + Pj>lmh* (2.5) 
The first inequality in (2.5) holds because pp >p,, the second is implied by 
(2.2), the third holds because pk > pg, and the last holds by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus, (2.3) holds for all i such that h < i <j, and this completes 
the proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. The linear ordering of L(i,,..., i,J coincides with the 
lexicographical ordering for all (i, ,..., ik) E Nk if and only if p, < -. . < pk 
and (Pk + %)h, < (pl + a,+ ,)h+, for r = L..., k - 1. 
Proof: For each (i, ,..., ik) E Nk, we say L(i, ,..., ik) is consistent if and 
only if the linear and lexicographic orderings coincide. 
First, we show that if L(i , ,..., ik) is consistent for all (i, ,..., ik) E Nk, then 
the inequalities must hold. This can be done by using special values of 
G , ,..., ik). If i, = i,, I = 1, and ij = 0 otherwise, the consistency of L(i, ,..., ik) 
means CL *+ ,a,(O) < a,a,+,(O) for r = l,..., k - 1, and this is equivalent to 
pr = u,./(m, - 1) < a,., ,/(m,+ I - 1) =pI+, . Again, special values of iI,..., i, 
together with the assumption that L(i,,..., ik) is consistent gives 
_ (2.6) 
481/74/l-10 
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for r = l,..., k - 1 and i = 1, 2,.... But (2.6) can be rewritten in the form 
ml-- 1 
+- ( 1 m,- 1 a, 
< m~m,m:a,+, i- m;m, ($+)a,+m:(s)a, 
Transposing and regrouping the terms of (2.7) gives the equivalent 
expression 
Pk-PI < milmrmr+~m~~(p~ +a,+,)/m,+,-(pk+a,)/m,} 
+ m:mr(pr -p,> + mitpk -h) + mr+ Imbk -Pr+ I) 
+ mf(p,+ , - PJ (2.8) 
The term on the left is positive and is not more than half the sum of the last 
four terms on the right which are also positive. The term involving the 
bracketed quantity is of order (m,m,)‘, while the other terms on the right are 
of order mf or m:. Hence, the bracketed quantity must be positive for (2.8) 
to hold when i is sufficiently large, and this implies the desired inequality. 
Now we show that if the inequalities hold, then L(i, ,..., ik) is consistent for 
all (i, ,..., ik) E Nk. Of course, Lemma 2.1 applies so the inequalities given in 
(2.3) also hold. The proof is by induction on i= i, + ... + i,, where 
(i , ,..., ik) E Nk. If i = 1, then L(i ,,..., ik) has just one element and there is 
nothing to prove. Suppose L(i , ,,.., ik) is consistent for all (i, ,..., ik) E Nk with 
i, + .+a + i, = i < n for some n > 2, then we will show that L(i, ,..., ik) is also 
consistent for all (i, ,..., ik) E Nk with i, + B.. + i, = n. 
If ii = 12 for some j= l,..., k and the other f’s are zero, then again 
L(i , ,**-, ik) has only one element, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
exactly two of i , ,..., i, are non-zero, say i,, i,#O with u <v and put r=iu, 
s=iu. As a notational convenience, drop all arguments but U, v from 
L(i ,,..., ik) and use L(i,, i,) = L(r, s) instead. In general, let L*(i, ,..., i,) 
denote the elements of L(i , ,..., ik) lexicographically ordered. Also, let 
L*(i,,..., ik) a1 denote the elements of L *(i ,,..., ik) ordered with a, put at the 
right end of each word. (These words are still in order.) It is easy to see that 
L *(r, s) consists of L*(r - 1, s) a, followed by L*(r, s - 1) a,. By the 
induction hypothesis, L(r - 1, s) and L(r, s - 1) are consistent which implies 
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L(r - 1, s) a, and L(r, s - 1) a, are consistent. Thus, L(r, s) is consistent 
provided the last word in L *(r - 1, s) a, is linearly less than the first word 
in L*(r,s - l)a,. That is, 
al-‘afa,(O) < ai-‘aLa, (2.9) 
which is equivalent o 
rni-%:a, + rn;-’ (S)a,+ (~;:--Jau 
< mS,-‘m:a, + m:-’ (5) a, + ( mj,Lel’) a,. (2.10) 
Rearranging terms, this becomes 
0 < mLm”,((p, + ad/m, - (P, + a,)/mJ + (47 + q-l - l)(p, -pd. 
(2.11) 
The last term is positive because pv > p,. Now consider the coefficient Q of 
rn:rnt?. Either m, = m, = 2, in which case Q = 0, or (m, - l)(m, - 1) > 1. 
In this case, Q > 0 is equivalent to (p, + (m, - l)p,)/m, & 
(P, + Cm, - 1)pJ m, which is equivalent to {(m, - l)(m, - 1) - l}p, < 
Nm,-l)(m,-l)-l~ pv. The bracketed quantity is positive, so this only 
depends on pu <p,. Note in passing that this proves the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let a(x) = mx + a, /3(x) = mu + b be functions defined on 
the integers with m - 2, n - 2, a, b non-negative integers. The semigroup 
(a, /?) generated by a, J? under composition offunctions is related if and only 
if a/? = pa. 
We continue with the proof of Theorem 2.1. Now suppose (i, ,..., ik) E Nk 
with i, + ... + i, = n, and suppose exactly t of i, ,..., ik are positive with 
3 < t < k. Let @, ,..., /I,) denote the subsequence of (a, ,..., uk) consisting of 
those a’s having positive exponents. Let j, ,..,, j, be the exponents of /3i ,...,/It, 
respectively, and use L(j ,,..., j,) instead of L(i, ,..., ik). Clearly, L*(j, ,..., j,) 
can be broken into exactly t consecutive blocks L*(j, - l,j2,...,jt)PL,..., 
L *(j, ,j, ,..., j, - l)/?,. Furthermore, it follows easily from the induction 
hypothesis that L(j, ,...,j, - l,..., j,) /3, is consistent because L(j, ,..., j, - 
l,..., j,) is consistent for r = l,..., t. To show that L(j, ,..., j,) is consistent, it 
is sufficient to show that the last word of L*(j, ,..., j, - l,..., j,)& 
is linearly less than the first word of L*(j, ,..., j,,, - I,..., jJ&+, 
for r = l,..., t- 1. That is, 
Pi’ . . . pJ;r- ’ . . . pjlp,(o) < p:‘l . . . p/y’ * * * p(y?,+ ,(O) (2.12) 
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for r = O,..., I - 1. Put ,fIi(x) = nix + bi, qi = bi/(ni - 1) for i = l,..., t, and 
remember that VI,..., /3,) is a subsequence of (a,,..., ok), so the inequalities of 
Lemma 2.2 apply to the p’s. Using this notation, (2.12) is equivalent o 
4r - 41 < 4’ *** nJ’{(q, + b,+Jnr+ 1 - (4t+ ~,hI 
+ (e, +.Ms, -Ed + ... + (et-, +f,-,h --4J, (2.13) 
where e,,f,,...,e,-,,f,-, are products of the n’s. Now the inequalities in 
Lemma 2.1 are used: qi+ I > qi for i = l,..., t - 1, so the quantity on the left 
in (2.13) is not more than half the sum of the last t - 1 (positive) terms on 
the right. Also, the bracketed quantity is non-negative, so (2.13) holds. This 
implies (2.12), so L(j ,,..., j,) is consistent. This completes the proof. We 
have also proved the following result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let m, - 2 ,..., mk - 2, a ,,..., ak be non-negative integers, 
let a,(x) = mix + ai, pi = a,/(m, - l), and let A = {a, ,..., ak}. The semigroup 
(A) generated by al,..., ak under composition of functions is free whenever 
PI < a*’ <Pk, (2.14) 
and 
(Pk + aJIm, < (P, + a,, J/m,+, (r = l,..., k - 1). (2.15) 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
Theorem 2.3 provides a sufftcient condition for (A) to be free, but the 
condition is not necessary. For example, consider the case when all of the 
multipliers are equal. That is, m, = ... = mk = m. Then (2.14) implies 
a, < ... < ak and (2.15) becomes 
b-aJ(m - l)O,+, -a,, (3.1) 
for r = l,..., k - 1. Summing (3.1) over r = l,..., k - 1, and dividing through 
the resulting inequality with k-l gives (ak - aJ(m - 1) G 
(ak - a,)/(k - l), which implies k < m. Of course, when k > m we already 
know (a, ,..., ak) is related. When k = m, the left side of (3.1) can be inter- 
preted as the average of the m - 1 differences a2 - a, ,..., ak - ak-, . Since 
each of these differences is bounded below by the average difference, all the 
differences must be equal to the average,. Thus, a,(x) = mx + a, ,..., a,(x) = 
mx+a, with a, ( =.a < a, gives rise to consistent sets L(i, ,..., i,) for a\\ 
(i ,1***, i,) E N” just when a, ,..., a, are in arithmetic progression. But (A) is 
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unrelated whenever a ,,..., a, are all incongruent modulo m (an observation 
which implies the result just stated), so there are plenty of examples where 
(2.14) and (2.15) are sufficient, but not necessary. 
If m, = . . . = mk = m and k < m, (2.14) and (2.15) give rise to less trivial 
examples of free semigroups. For example, when m = 4 and k = 3 consider 
the semigroup generated by a(x) = 4x + a, /?(x)4x t b, y(x) = 4x + c. 
Assume without loss of generality that a = 0 and b, c are relatively prime. (If 
(a, p, y) does not have this form, then some conjugate set ,~{a, p, y} ,U -’ 
does.) In this case, (2.14) and (2.15) are equivalent to the conditions 
c/3 < b < 2c/3. Thus, the semigroup generated by a(x) = 4x, p(x) = 4x + b, 
y(x) = 4x t c is free whenever c/3 < b < 2c/3. More generally, let 
ai = mx + a, for i = l,..., k, suppose k < m, a, = 0, and a, < u2 < ... ( ak 
with u *,..., uk relatively prime. Condition (2.2) is equivalent o u,J(m - 1) < 
a r-t1 - a, for r = l,..., k - 1. For example, this implies the semigroup 
generated by ai = 6x t Ui for i= l,..., 5 with (a, ,..., a,) = (0, 8, 20,28, 37) 
is free. 
Much more interesting is an application of Theorem 2.3 to situations in 
which no general decision procedure for deciding the freeness of (A) is 
known. (When m, = . . . = mk = m, a decision procedure for this question is 
given in [ 11.) For example, let us try to pose a question along the lines of the 
prize problem of Erdos mentioned in the introduction, only this time, no 
loopholes! What is required is functions a(x) = 2x + a, p(x) = 3x + b, 
y(x) = 6x t c such that the semigroup (a,/?, r) is unrelated. Thus, 
(m, , m2, m3 } = { 2,3,6), and it can be assumed without loss of generality 
that a, = 0, and a,, u3 are relatively prime since a conjugate of (a,, a2, a3) 
has this form. There are six permutations of (2,3,6) and this gives rise to 
cases. 
Case 1 
Suppose m, = 2, m2 = 3, m3 = 6, then (2.14) becomes 0 < a,/2 < a,/5 
while (2.15) for r = 1,2 gives 3u, < lOa, < 3u, so since u2, Us are relatively 
prime, a, = 3 and u3 = 10. Hence, a,(x) = 2x, a,(x)= 3x t 3, a3(x) = 
6x + 10 are unrelated. 
Case 2 
Suppose m, = 2, m2 = 6, m3 = 3. This time a,/5 < a,/2 and 
3a, < 2a, < 3u, so a, = 3 and a3 = 2. Hence, al(x) = 2x, a*(x) = 6x + 3, 
aJ(x) = 3x t 2 are unrelated. 
Case 3 
Suppose m, = 3, m, = 2, m, = 6. Then u2 < a,/5 and 4a, < 30u, Q 4u, so 
a, = 2 and u3 = 15. Hence, a,(x) = 3x, a*(x) = 2x t 2, aj(x) = 6x t 15 are 
unrelated. 
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Case 4 
Suppose m, = 3, m2 = 6, m3 = 2, then a2 < 5a3, and 2a, < a2 Q 2a, imply 
a2 = 2 and a3 = 1 so a,(x)= 3x, a,(x)=6x+ 2, a,(x)= 2x+ 1 are 
unrelated. 
Case 5 
Suppose m, = 6, m2 = 3, m3 = 2, then a2 < 2a3, and a3 < 2a, < a3 implies 
a,= 1 and a3 = 2 so a,(x)= 6x, a,(x)= 3x + 1, a,(x)= 2x + 2 are 
unrelated. 
Case 6 
Suppose m, = 6, m, = 2, m3 = 3, then 2a, < a3 and a3 < 6a, < a3 imply 
a3 = 6, a2 = 1 so al(x) = 6x, a*(x) = 2x + 1, a3(x) = 3x + 6 are unrelated. 
Let a,, a2, ax be the functions indicated in any of these cases. Does 
(a 1, a*, (x3: 0) have positive density? 
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